Inclusivity In Computing Is Vital. That's Why We Joined NCWIT.

Get Involved Today.

For Students
Aspirations in Computing Community
Connect with thousands of like-minded women, genderqueer, and non-binary technical students, and gain access to exclusive computing-related opportunities. (aspirations.org/AiCCommunity)

Collegiate Award
Apply for the chance to win $10,000 and to get rewarded for technical contributions to projects. (aspirations.org/AiCCollegiateAward)

For Faculty and Staff
HigherEd Community of Practice
Connect with faculty and staff working to increase representation of women, genderqueer, and non-binary students in computing. (ncwit.org/NCWIT-HigherEd-Group)

Recognition and Visibility
Celebrate the efforts of colleagues through annual awards and raise awareness through impactful campaigns. (ncwit.org/programs)

For Everyone
Conversations for Change
Hear from inspirational speakers and renowned experts including Joy Buolamwini, Jane Goodall, Van Jones, Cathy O’Neil, and many others. (ncwit.org/PreviousCFCRecordings)

Tips, Tools, and Resources
Foster inclusive culture change from the classroom to the boardroom. (ncwit.org/resources)

Ask Me About NCWIT!